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YOUR EXPRESSION

What a charming personality! Generous, accommodating, attentive, you are a good friend. You
know how to set the mood, and if necessary, round the corners and pick up the pieces. Socially,
you tend to want to please; you even go along with anything to the point that you sometimes
forget about yourself. This needs to get out of the way. Your interests take you to explore many
different areas. You are even more dynamic when someone supports your initiatives. Effective,
practical, you know how to get to the essentials. Sooner or later, you express your creativity.
Socially ambitious, your relationship will lead you to contacts with people of different nationalities.
In some ways, you are paternalist and this attitude may lead some people to depend on you. At
least one of your close relatives played an important role in the shaping of your personality.
However, The relationship with the father and/or a sibling, if any, could lead you back on yourself
in certain circumstances. So, when you encounter an opposition, you tend not to fully express
your views. The fear of not being understood might, one way or another stop you from freely
expressing your creativity. Curiously, you do not let these problems inevitably appear in your
attitude. You are able to deceive, sometimes taking on haughtiness or displaying a mockery and
this weakness could eventually lead to problems. Between 50 and 65 years, a relationship with
regards to the law is possible. Delays, restrictions regarding business.
You attach great importance to your words because you want to be taken seriously. You alternate
between periods of silence, withdrawal and on some occasions, a surprising pomposity. You
chew your goals over long term. What you see as gaps in your abilities or your curriculum, you
will overcome by an excess of work. You are constantly looking to organize your business
methodically, and to do this, you do not hesitate to surround yourself with competent people you
need to succeed. Your too strong presence, your strong character, your abilities and your
stubbornness may overshadow those around you. It should be noted that your stubbornness can
sometimes lead you into unfavorable situations or even dead ends. Sudden changes of
occupation are to be feared, sometimes resulting from legal or lawful setbacks. You have a real
ability to create and design whilst cleverly hiding your goals. Your relationships with your siblings
can sometimes be very ambiguous, there may be jealousies that need to be overcome. It is also
noteworthy that the over-presence of your father, or conversely his complete absence, may have
had the effect of creating a lack of confidence in you. A vague feeling of guilt can make you put
your faults on your family. As already stated, you have a real talent for conceptualizing and
implementing your ideas. You may be attracted by the artistic and craft world. You have the
abilities to pragmatically research, manage, plan and teach. You do not hesitate to assert, even
impose, that which you hold true. You are definitely a trustworthy and loyal person.
You like to reason and talk nonsense for fun and it sometimes comes across as a type of
provocation. You like to acquire knowledge through multiple channels. For you, communication
methods should be varied, surprising and imaginative. And you like to share this knowledge in the
same way. The risk is getting involved in a lot of projects and joining a lot of schools of thought to
the point of not being able to focus enough to follow through. Your mind is attracted by intellectual
and artistic activities.
You enjoy the company of others after one round of observation. You communicate your feelings
in an almost instinctive manner. You react immediately. You are not always able to filter things
out, to step back... in fact, your reactions are often too abrupt.
Sensitive to people in need, you love to give your support to those in difficulty. Loneliness, a
sometimes depressive condition can be a prerequisite to awareness. Rivalries, jealousies,
particularly within the family but also among friends, can occur. Your magnetism is powerful. If not
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daily, you like more physical activity that brings you back to yourself, pushing you to analyze and
to look deeper. The body must be able to allow the mind to be clear, lucid. Some individual Asian
disciplines may suit you.
Your gut instincts are quick and sudden. They are inspiring and you make good use of them to
organise yourself and act in society. In fact, you often know what you want.
Knowing that you are mobile, adaptable, your creativity is expressed through various arts. You
are adaptable and show belief in your creations.
You are fond of giving yourself moments of relaxation, meditation, because it is in the withdrawal
into yourself, even the power of prayer, that you find your balance and ways to find greater
stability.
You'll stand back and direct your life differently after you become aware that you are not being
judged at your true value. You may also be a victim of theft.

YOUR DEEPEST ASPIRATIONS

Your deep desire is to live your experiences unhindered. Generous, you have a very open
conception of life. You like the challenge that allows you to claim your freedom and you
encourage people to do the same. Early on, you let yourself be carried away by your dreams,
agreeing to probably explore young sensuality. Basically, romantic at heart, you search for your
great passion is so passionate that it sometimes harshly bumps into reality. Often impervious to
advice, you are nonetheless a devoted friend. Friendship is essential to your balance. The
foreign, travel, people of different backgrounds have opportunities to rekindle your flame.
You appear to be shared between an unconventional and monastic life. You are a dreamer,
blessed with a very friendly nature, but you assert your true personality. You are attracted by
everything related to the mystical, the foreign and unconventional, and you're often driven by
sometimes utopian ideals. You have a great fondness for travel, exploration and discovery of new
horizons and cultures. You may express a strong debilitating shyness as well as a strong
extroversion. You dislike conflict, you prefer to use diplomatic channels, but often, whether you
like it or not, you are unwittingly the cause of many headaches. You have a tendency to escape
certain responsibilities, because deep within yourself, you feel that you are not concerned, that it
does not belong to you Your nervous system is fragile and you need rest and tranquility. Surround
yourself with calm friends, support a Zen attitude. You will experience difficulties in expressing
what you really live for because you are blessed with transcendental intuitions that your loved
ones find hard to determine, you will learn to trust them. You are unpredictable which often occurs
where you least expect it. You have a great ability to bounce back when you are hurt by life.
Beneath a sometimes placid expression, you have a strength that allows you to roll with the
punches and get out of really difficult situations. You are very attracted to the esoteric, so beware
of pseudo-mystical groups. You need the presence of water but you also need to anchor yourself,
to root yourself in our good old earth.

YOUR POTENTIAL

Your potential is in line with your profound expression, which makes it easier for you to achieve
your goals compared to others. Specifically, you like to connect, share and create. You have nice
capabilities in expressing yourself. Never at a loss when it comes to finding ideas for developing
your relationships, you know how to animate situations. Your creativity is expressed through a
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manual technique. Enjoyer of life, you spend without counting and in this area, you will need to be
alert as there are people who want to play with your expansive personality, since it is well known
that every flatterer lives at the expense of those who listen. That said, this potential allows you,
even in the case of temporary difficulties, to not miss out financially. I must say that your ability to
learn when you are interested promises social success through education. Jealousy can
intervene on a child or children, if any, of the favors granted to them. The caution with respect to
your accomplishments, your action may cause resentments and rivalries. Experiencing betrayal
and/or injustice, you may want to withdraw into yourself, unless you undertake an introspection to
find and keep faith even in difficult times. Lazy at times, it is necessary to overcome this tendency
to achieve your goals, especially in work requiring concentration and effort (including writing). You
take radical stances, your lack of flexibility can sometimes confuse your friends.

YOUR FAMILY BACKGROUND

In this part of the analysis, when we talk about a mother or father, we are talking about the person
who actually held this role for you.
You have inherited a taste for action and the adaptability of your ancestors. Your family is
characterized by a mixture of cultural and/or opening to the world. The love of children is present
as well as the pleasure of organizing friendly receptions, lectures, experiments. The presence of
foreign cultures and/or travel impresses you. This infiltration may lead to you to move to another
country. Transformations and unexpected events are part of this first period of life. You change
and frequently change your place of residence, sometimes living among brothers and sisters if
any, unless it is you who are hosting them. Love stories may also involve travel and the need to
change housing, a bit like the story of your own parents. It is possible however that these frequent
changes from childhood involve some form of instability. A pervasive sense of injustice may arise
even at this time.
During her pregnancy, your mother found herself in a changing environment - be it because of
travels, or moving in or out of homes, or separations of some kind. This shifting context has left
tracks within you.
A child, you have seen your mother with more head than heart. She had a masculine side,
overshadowing the emotional marks and sensitive listening. This does not prevent you from
idealizing, even if this lack of representation maternal femininity. An adult, you will be attracted to
women more than men, who are able to assert themselves.
Your father is rather intelligent, critical, responsive, if not rebellious against everything that is
redundant and mundane. You take the example of the mental strength of this father into an asset
and assert yourself.

YOUR TEMPERAMENT

You usually act calm and collected, taking care that your actions do not invite too much criticism.
You give priority to the mind, even sometimes to spirituality. Your mental activity is productive and
full of imagination. You know how to manage people. You are direct and act frankly. You know
how to adapt facing any situation that should come up. You 're always on the move, receptive to
knowledge on any odd subject, even though you sometimes forget to go deeper. You would give
away your heart and soul. You do an excellent job in a task directed towards others. You have a
genuine skill for analyzing poeple's problems, and hence bring them psychological comfort. You
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are skilled in bringing people together around an idea, a project. When facing the unexpected,
you tend to react slowly. You need to find a strong, whole, unbiased answer.

YOUR MAIN QUALITIES

First of all, you have a strong personality and are usually very positive. You are entreprising,
direct, at ease as soon as initiatives must be taken. Furthermore, this yearning of committing
yourself is particularly blatant everytime you take a step back or whenever your freedom is being
jeopardized.
You adapt yourself easily. You are appreciated for your sense of dialogue, of sharing. You are
sensitive. However, you find it easier to cooperate whenever you commit yourself first, and others
must follow.
You are sociable by nature. People appreciate you, even more, they look forward to your
company. You make friends easily. You are clever, creative, sometimes gifted in arts.
Furthermore, your sociability is sometimes slowed down by the difference between your way of
considering things and your way of achieving them. Between the idea and the achievement, the
gap is sometimes difficult to bridge.
You are so loyal that people trust you easily. Sometimes your skills for method and organisation
are appreciated. You often like order. However, you can prove flexible concerning the principles
of method and organisation. Human relationships must prevail and not become hindered by
purely materialistic issues.
Your adventurous personality, your yearning for freedom will not be granted all the space they 're
seeking. You will have to make shift with the challenge of number 5. You really have a constant
craving for new experiences, new adventures, always pursuing freedom. No bounds, no ties,
towards the exaltation of all your senses, in order to experiment very diverse situations.
People like to confide in you. They come to you for advice or to be cheered up. You know your
family duties well (please note that the word family must be taken at large, i.e including a circle of
friends). In fact, calm and peace are very important to you, at home or at work. You wish to share
responsibilities and to work towards more harmony with your partner.
On another level, your skills to think things over and to stay still in any circumstances will be
tested when the challenge of number 7 comes about. But challenges are made to be accepted,
aren't they? In addition, your first move is not to trust others. Your inner space is private. It
belongs to you and you don't want to share it.
You adopt a moral stance towards financial and social matters. You are reliable. You know how to
control the desire for power and stay righteous. I 'll add that the more you resort to advice, the
more you cooperate, the better you will reach a certain form of power.
You care for others. People like you, because you prove to be able to understand and love
others, to take care of them and comfort them. Subconsciously, you know right from wrong. Your
impulses of charity would need to be expressed in a humanitarian project. Exploring, discovering
and at the same time, helping others, this is your way to go.

YOUR SOCIAL IMAGE

The following analysis concerns the influence of your current name de Gaulle with your
personality, especially regarding your social relationships. In some cases, these will come into
conflict with your deeper nature. They then cause an inner duality.
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Under the influence of your current name, you are independent and turned towards within. You 're
imaginative and intuitive, you devote your energy to explorating both the physical and the
spiritual. You have the soul of a seeker, whatever your field of exploration may be. Put to profit
your analytic talents. You are now seeking peaceful relations. You strive for tolerance and
harmony.The influence of your current name does not change your true nature.

YOUR PREDISPOSITION

Given the above analysis, we will now carry out a synthesis of all these different influences. Firstly
you are one of those people who has strong opinions on many subjects. You display a lot of
ambition, courage, vitality. You're able to put yourself out to meet your goals whilst appearing
agitated. You also have a tendency to make everything about you.
A tendency towards a certain paranoia may develop during your life. Your rather curious nature
forces you to push the boundaries, whatever they may be. You spend a lot of time reflecting and
fine tuning your strategies because you are demanding and a perfectionist. You like to expand
intellectually and you have a great need to be recognized as a cultured being. You will seek to get
past the image that you have created of your father, as if you had a challenge ahead. You must
learn to calm yourself down, not to yield to some nervousness which leads you straight to
burnout. Contacts with the foreign may be frequent and despite your fears, sometimes unspoken,
your destiny has some good surprises in store for you. You will seek to keep the direction of your
business even if you surround yourself with employees. You need to be part of a group of elitists.
You are very idealistic and you can easily think that you have a mission to fulfill. In love, in
friendship, as in the workplace, you need to meet people that you think are exceptional. You find
it difficult to carry out long term relationships, be it in love or in business matters. If your projects
need collaboration, you 'd better choose a partner who is willing to 'play second fiddle'. You are
perfectly able to collaborate, be it in professional or in heart matters. You are excellent at facing
up professional responsibilities. Your relationships are important, yet your own projects and ideas
count more than others. You love to move about, to go places, to live new diverse experiences,
and yet you are hard working. You love your family life and its responsibilities, yet you long to
move around, living varied experiences and going out. This strong desire often keeps you away
from home. You like to think things over before you make any decision. You know how to strike a
sound material balance around you.

YOUR LIFE PATH

Since your birth, the path you have chosen shows that you should be able to tell right from wrong.
Of course you will have responsibilities to stand up for. Be positive and ambitious, and you will
succeed.
You are on a life path that enables you to widen the vision you have of the world and yourself,
and to accept it. You are such a demanding perfectionist that the slightest problem annoys you to
a point that you feel guilty. You can assess your own potential and other people's potential, but
your nature is too impatient, you wish you reached your goal immediately, you are unable to wait
for gradual improvement. You start by regarding everyone and everything as a promise, until you
are quickly disappointed, because no one and nothing fulfills your ideal expectations. Learn how
to step back, criticize less, discover more the lightness of being. By doing so, you will let your
remakable energy flow and carry out your projects on behalf of others.
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You are asked to accept mistakes in the long run. You tend to give a lot. You are dedicated,
easy-going and kind with outsiders coming into your circle of friends. Beware of ertain persons
who might want to take advantage of your benevolence and generosity. You must think about
yourself too. You are the ideal associate. Once you are able to accept the idea that even quality
projects can hold a few drawbacks, and more generally speaking that errors can enable evolution,
you will eventually have a much easier life. In your case, your family environment is likely to lead
to conspicuous impacts on your life path.
You have all the necessary resources to carry out your projects. By acting step by step and by
emphasizing your strength and abilities to analyse, you can give and receive back.
Your life path is strongly colored by other aspects. You are driven by your ideals and you are very
creative, you will therefore feel the urge to help others, at a certain point of your life. Make sure
you keep pragmatic and balanced, for you tend to dream too much. You imagine a world your
way and you then want the real world to embody your dream. Aren't you too ambitious? Your
percfectionism and your low self-esteem are challenges you must face. Or else your creativity will
not be able to flow as you'd like it to. Your participation in this world may then not be very
constructive. You must therefore give life to your visions, through a certain discipline, for your
desire to experiment and explore is sometimes too conspicuous. Accept other people as they are.
Which does not imply you must do nothing and change nothing.
You are able to transcend people, to drive them to develop a nicer image of themselves. You give
them something new that allows them to improve their conditions. You are focused, patient,
respectful of other people and yourself, you can act with the right views.
Your social achievement and personal development will overcome your involvement in projects
where it is a question of knowledge, culture, transmission, community life. You like to use your
perceptive mind, enrich your knowledge and give free rein to your imagination. On the other hand,
you have trouble when the context seems fixed or when you work in a way that is too centred on
yourself. Your mother has played a significant role in your direction. Eventually you will realize
that it is by giving to others, by serving a just cause, that you get the greatest satisfaction.
You have enough intuition and creative power to carry out your projects, even though they appear
ambitions and fancy at first. This ability has its own challenge present in the central part of life:
Other aspects point out that you are likely to be betrayed by someone around you. You are gifted
in writing and for arts in general.
During this life, you plan to help, take care and listen to the people around you. Stand up for your
responsibilities. Express more your aesthetic sense. Another lesson will deal with your capacity to
carry out a constant and lasting effort, without giving up.

YOUR RELATIONS

You are completely geared towards the search for a companion and/or an ideal activity to the
point of being unable to fully get involved with others or vis à vis a job when you realize the
limitations. That's why it's difficult for you to commit long term. Something suggests to you that
perfection can only be found elsewhere. However as you go through your experiences, learn how
to relativise this point of view and agree to live your relational life fully, albeit short of your
expectations. That said you are able to show real heart qualities highly valued by your loved
ones.
Sexually, again, you need to achieve the perfect act so that you can turn into a skilful and
attentive lover. You are focused more on the quality of performance and prefer to give everything
to the point that you forget yourself. Enjoy receiving too.
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YOUR KARMIC DEBTS

First, you may distinguish aspects of your existence where it will be necessary to put in a
particular effort during several years. Th the end, it is always favorable as soon as you have taken
conscience of the problem, and that you fully stand for it.
You appear distant compared to certain contingencies of life as a form of wisdom enabling you to
take the necessary step back.
When faced with everyday problems, you dwell within yourself and explore introspection.
Your chart shows you have an old soul (many incarnations). ?You've experienced many aspects
of life and sometimes... you left a debt of some sort. As a result, some sudden events may occur
in your life and generate profound changes. For instance, the brutal loss of a person you love, the
treachery of a friend, a project that crumbles, the departure of a spouse... Numerology enables
you to determine to what old pattern this consequence corresponds.
Here is the main karmic debt you have chosen to erase.
You have a debt relating to the fact that you have given your word to another (spouse, associate,
partner), depriving it of its expression. In any such past life, you find it difficult to bear criticism or
remarks, while being able to use this weapon yourself. You tend to see flaws (supposedly) in your
partners instead of their qualities. Your obsessive fears could hamper your life, and they are still
evident today, including the need for evidence on everything.
Today you need to understand your partner (who is often the same soul once known) and let
them their rightful place by treating them equally. However, your partners can turn this evidence
that you subjected them to back on you and difficulties of expression, inability to make your voice
heard by your partner and your associates in general, may well arise.

YOUR CHALLENGES

Your main challenge indicates that you should avoid spreading yourself too thinly by pursuing too
many objectives at once. You often give the impression that you feel above the fray. It will be
overcoming a form of bad faith and a tendency not to be the opportunist of service through your
ability to use yourself for the ease of relatives in public, to get what you want through them. In fact
this challenge should teach you how to focus, to set yourself up to complete what you plan but
without isolating yourself from the world. The rationale for some events is to train yourself or
retrain yourself for it. Furthermore, you shall fear neither introspection nor self-criticism. You
humbly open up to others as to the forces of the Spirit, expressing your faith more deeply in what
you do and in life.
For you, this major challenge is mainly characterized by the need to control your high reactivity in
relation to everything that dictates what you should do while you are rather lenient towards
yourself. You will meet opposition to your quarrelsome and vindictive mind. You will need to move
away from certain fixed ideas. You'll also find a path that corresponds to your ideal well and gives
you the feeling of accomplishing a mission. Besides, you enjoy being the advocate of lost causes.
Finally your sharp eye to notice every detail, your obsession with cleanliness, hygiene should not
mesmerize you to the point of constituting a disability.
Until you are 45 or so, You take on another challenge that will show itself through A need to
assert your point of view and to justify your own initiatives without taking the time to listen to
others. You need to find a way to work with others without claiming that your way of seeing things
is the only way. It is also about adapting to events and unexpected circumstances that may
suddenly occur during this period.
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Over 45, you will face a new challenge. Now, a strong need for change, earthly food or other, will
be amazingly felt. You will manage it by remaining balanced, measured and patient, otherwise
these pleasures would not be without consequence with respect to those who love you. This
challenge is finding a balance between your quest for freedom and the aspirations of others. We
must not neglect friendship, be attentive to your loved ones and deal with your environment and
the opportunities that arise.
This challenge occurring after the forties focuses on the need to strike a balance between your
desires and pleasures and the contingencies of everyday life that you do not always understand.
Too much excess would lead you to suffer the repercussions of a turbulent life by preventing you
from having adequate financial protection. It is also about measuring the consequences of too
much candor that may cause you to be sarcastic. Nervousness, mood changes, tantrums will
sometimes be misunderstood by those around you. Watch out for excess speed. This challenge
may also lead you to find and have to manage an unstable situation with a child.

YOUR FIRST CYCLE

Until the age of 30, here is the climate of your life: you are very sensitive to your environment
which can make you nervous and anxious. You need emotional presence otherwise frustration
may lead you to rebel. It is necessary that boundaries are imposed on you but without
aggressiveness. In fact you want to attract attention and show that you are able. This strength will
assist you with your entry into working life. Already very young, you live in an environment that
quickly develops your creative potential, inspires you and offers prospects for rapid social
success.
This period is put into perspective with what you assume, namely your first realization that will
expire in 1920, at the age of 30. To begin, you will benefit from a child from a family context or
tenderness, affection is usually present. . Very soon, you will have to take responsibility and get
involved. You develop your creativity and sociability. You have a sensitivity to anything that
relates to aesthetics. This first stage of existence has as much weight and of the same nature as
your way of life.

YOUR SECOND CYCLE

Between 31 (1921) and 57 years old (1947), The climate changes: this time, the context offers
you the opportunity to invest in projects where your abilities to complete and to finish are required.
Your involvement requires deep convictions and appeals to your tenacity. Your quality of life
changes during this cycle and certain times lead you have to deal with some nervousness.
During this second cycle, you enter a new period of achievement. Between 1920 and 1929 years
old, it is synonymous with success thanks to the efforts provided with rigor and method. A new
activity may require perseverance, courage and righteousness. Stability is at stake. The family
home often monopolizes your attention. Your commitment is needed in this area.
Over 1929 until the age of 1938, your third achievement becomes synonymous of renewal in
terms of ideas and activities. Your lifestyle may change thanks to your initiatives. Professional
projects are favored as well as the affirmation of your abilities. The advice is to stay measured in
your endeavors.
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YOUR LAST CYCLE

The last period of your achievement begins in 1938, at the age of 48 years. You now look to
develop yourself personally. Responsive to your needs, you could take a new direction in your
life. You let yourself be inspired and widen your circle of relationships. You invest in original
actions seeking to avoid conflicts if possible.
A new context change begins from your 58 years, i.e. in 1948: Now is the time for a constructive
retreat, rewarding when you develop listening skills, humanism towards your neighbor. A
commitment to a cause is likely. You do not have to fear insoluble worries while you continue to
awaken yourself to the mysteries of this world, by traveling for example.
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Job guidance
You need a job where you will be able to express your creativity, your energy and your dynamics.
Anything that deals with communication can suit you. You teem with original ideas. You 're
sometimes an artist. Jobs that involve human relationships will definitely fit you.
At the same time, your life path leads you to find a happy medium, a balance, levelheadedness. It
brings about dualistic situations, giving you the choice between ease, temptation and a sense of
responsibility and duty. It forces you to choose whether to see things as insurmountable tests or
as levers to lift you up. Businesses related to service, consultancy, architecture, high performance
sport requiring a specific act, are areas to consider as well.
You tend to use all your energy up, so as to achieve your goals. You could easily prove intuitive
and able to manage projects, if you master your nervosity.
Deep within yourself, you yearn to feel closer to others, to help them, to see them through, to heal
and to teach. Because you are very emotional, you expect understanding, sharing, availability
and brotherhood from others.
Here are some fields of activities where opportunities may come about for you. This doesn't mean
you necessarily love these jobs, but they 're adapted to your abilities. Therefore, see in what way
they can meet your desires : artistic careers, medias, communication, sport, medecine,
counselling...
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Health
Warning: this medical module of numerology cannot substitute the real diagnosis that a doctor is
entitled to do.
Your expression is conducive to troubles concerning the liver and the arteries.
On the whole your body is rather robust in the face of disease. For you, the link between your
lifestyle and health is very important and your body will show any imbalance much more quickly
than in others. Besides, you often oscillate between a strict lifestyle and letting yourself go at
different times. Dependency and/or a breeding ground for allergies can also set in to relieve
feelings of frustration when they arise. Ultimately what you want in any therapy, are the remedies
to get back into shape and tone step by step. You are not as keen on a drastic remedy for
immediate results. Also look to martial arts and disciplines for relaxation and the well-being of the
body giving results over time.
Certain events in your life are likely to entail psychological troubles , such as insomnia, nervous
breakdown. You might indulge in excessive tobacco, alcohol or drugs. If so, water will prove a
precious friend of yours.
Especially if this has already been mentioned above, be particularly careful regarding your
movements. There is a risk of you falling down and breaking a shoulder or a lower limb. Keep
cautious concerning your blood pressure too and muscle pains.
Make sure you eat at regular times and slowly too , so as to prevent digestion problems. Brutal
temperature changes affect you strongly. The skin, the gall bladder, the liver and the blood
circulation are likely to prove troublesome. To a lesser degree, make sure your body has enough
oligo elements. See that you don't cut nor burn yourself. This applies after your forties.
Moreover, the artery circulation is too nervous. Also pay attention to your artery pressure.
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